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Coreference resolution is the task of determining linguistic
expressions that refer to the same real-world entity in natural lan-
guage. For example, in the sentences ‘‘Have reviewed the electro-
cardiogram. It shows a wide QRS with a normal rhythm but no
delta waves.’’ the phrases ‘‘the electrocardiogram’’ and ‘‘It’’ refer
to the same entity, i.e. the electrocardiogram.
It has been widely acknowledged that the unstructured clinical
narratives are a rich source of information that complements the
structured data in the electronic health record (EHR). Applying nat-
ural language processing (NLP) technologies to extract information
from the narratives can not only unlock information that is only
present in the free text portion of the EHR but also improve perfor-
mance when combined with structured data. Fiszman et al. [1] ex-
tracted clinical information from ventilation/perfusion lung scan
reports, which is only available in free text format. Xu et al. [2] de-
vised a medication extraction system that achieved over 90% F-
measure on drug names and signatures, which are otherwise ab-
sent in coded data. Zeng et al. [3] found that combining an NLP sys-
tem and the ICD-9 codes improves accuracy, sensitivity and
speciﬁcity in a study to extract principal diagnosis from dischargell rights reserved.
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.summaries. Li et al. [4] concluded that NLP systems provide infor-
mation that is not present in the structured data. Liao et al. [5]
achieved higher positive predictive value in deﬁning a rheumatoid
arthritis cohort by utilizing the clinical narrative data. Kullo et al.
[6] leveraged the unstructured information in the EHR (smoking
status and medication dosage, frequency, and route) to conduct
genome-wide association study of peripheral arterial disease
(PAD). Savova et al. [7] demonstrated the utility of NLP in classify-
ing PAD status.
However, to take full advantage of the information in the clini-
cal free text, coreference resolution is an indispensable component.
Coreference serves the critical role of linking related information
together. Garla et al. [8] identiﬁed that lack of coreference resolu-
tion contributed to misclassiﬁcations in a clinical document classi-
ﬁcation system. Consider the short snippet in Example 1 (Table 1)
from a clinical note. Without a coreference algorithm to establish
that ‘‘signiﬁcant pain in the shoulder’’ and ‘‘his discomfort’’ corefer,
one would not be able to conclude that the patient uses Tylenol to
treat his shoulder pain.
Attributes, temporal descriptions, and contextual information
necessary for understanding whether conditions, symptoms, and
treatments have occurred or are merely planned are often spread
over several sentences or even paragraphs rather than within a sin-
gle sentence and require coreference resolution for accurate
interpretation.
For example, accurate assignment of attributes to named
entities (Examples 2 and 5), accurate assignment of temporal
Table 1
Examples.
1. . . . he continues to have signiﬁcant pain in the shoulder. . . . He uses Tylenol . . . to deal with his discomfort.
2. Small focus of invasive grade 2 ðof 4Þ adenocarcinomam1 arising in association with a serrated adenomam2 with . . .. The focus of adenocarcinomam3 shows inva-
sion into superﬁcial submucosa and is located approximately . . .. Lateral margins are involved by adenomam4 but are negative for carcinomam5 .
3. . . . had periods of chest discomfort while at rest . . . complains of some mild chest tightness that may last 30-minutes.
4. we brieﬂy discussed back extensor strengthening exercises for osteoporosis, and I think she would be an excellent candidate for a home program of that variety.
5. The patient presents with gastrointestinal symptoms including nausea, vomiting. The patient has had symptoms for 10 days. In fact, is having that problem since
early pregnancy but worst since 10 days.
6. Her pain control appears to be adequate with the Tramadol increased to q.i.d. dosing.
7. She had an arthrogram in 2030. We have those ﬁlms. They show the capsule is tight, and they show the cartilage of the glenoid is present.
8. I would support continuing speech therapym1 for his speech deficitm2 . . . . He had a . . . strokem3 and resultant aphasiam4 after the eventm5 .
9. Patient fell down a ﬂight of stairs. The incident caused minor hemorrhage.
10. . . . presents with progressive right sided chest pain. . . The pain is worsened with deep inspiration or movement.
11. . . . the CXR was without any evidence of PNA,. . . subsequently received a CTA to evaluate for PE which revealed multifocal bilateral PNA. . .
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events from events that occurred (Example 4) can only be achieved
by resolving the coreferential phrases.
In Example 2, a system needs to separate the adenoma
({m2,m4}) and the carcinoma ({m1,m3,m5}) through coreference
resolution to collect all the attributes of each of the entities.
In Example 3, the quality that the chest discomfort occurs at
rest and lasts 30 min requires the resolution of the two highlighted
phrases.
By relating ‘‘that variety’’ to ‘‘back extensor strengthening exer-
cises’’ in Example 4, a system can determine that the physician is
planning a home program of the back extensor strengthening
exercises.
Resolving the three highlighted phrases in Example 5 is critical
as they are the force that holds the other pieces of information to-
gether. Only after linking the three phrases can one ascertain that
symptoms of nausea and vomiting have occurred earlier but wors-
ened recently.
Armed with a textual coreference resolution system, a higher-
level system can resolve coreference between the narrative notes
and the structured data to yield a richer picture. For example, such
a system can link the detailed prescription and laboratory data
from the EHR with the textual mentions in a clinical note. In Exam-
ple 6, the start date of the Tramadol and previous dosing informa-
tion can be retrieved from the structured data. But this is beyond
the scope of our review. We aim at methods for coreference reso-
lution in text.
Coreference resolution has long been recognized as a difﬁcult
task. Research in the general English domain dates back to 1960s
and 1970s [9, chapter 3]. Various systems from heuristics-based
ones to statistical ones have been developed. In particular, there
have been growing efforts since the 6th and 7th Message Under-
standing Conferences (MUC) [10,11] and the Automatic Content
Extraction (ACE) program1 initiated shared tasks on coreference res-
olution and released their annotated corpora in the last two decades.
However, the clinical domain has not seen major development,
which can be partially attributed to the lack of sharable annotated
clinical text. The recent US government initiatives that promote
the use of electronic health records provide opportunities to mine
patient notes as more and more health care institutions adopt
EHR. In this paper we give a review of the approaches in the general
English and biomedical literature domains and discuss challenges in
applying those techniques in the clinical narrative.1.1. Related work
Hirst [9] provided a survey of research on anaphora during the
early years. The approaches, mostly heuristic-based, have largely1 http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/ace/.been superseded since the 1990s. Trends of transition of research
focus from heuristics to statistical and machine learning ap-
proaches can be seen in Mitkov [12]. Ng [13] concentrated exclu-
sively on supervised machine learning approaches that started in
the mid-1990s. Our survey is not limited to particular methodolo-
gies, and has a focus on clinical applications.1.2. Deﬁnitions
Formally, coreference consists of two linguistic expressions—
antecedent and anaphor. The anaphor is the expression whose
interpretation (i.e., associating it with an either concrete or ab-
stract real-world entity) depends on that of the other expression.
The antecedent is the linguistic expression on which an anaphor de-
pends. In the ﬁrst example in Section 1, ‘‘the electrocardiogram’’ is
the antecedent, and ‘‘It’’ is the anaphor. Similarly in Example 1,
‘‘signiﬁcant pain in the shoulder’’ is the antecedent, and ‘‘his dis-
comfort’’ is the anaphor. The relationship between the antecedent
and the anaphor is usually ‘‘identity’’—they both refer to the same
entity. A broader concept of anaphora includes a pair of linguistic
expressions whose relationship does not have to be identity.
These linguistic expressions, the antecedents and the anaphors,
are collectively called markables in the MUC corpus. Two corefer-
ring markables form a pair, while one or more pairs that refer to
the same entity form a chain. In the ACE corpus, the linguistic
expressions are calledmentions, and the entities these mentions re-
fer to are, naturally, entities.
The coreference resolution task is to discover the antecedent for
each anaphor in a document. Since the coreference relation is tran-
sitive, the set of all the transitive closures of the markables forms a
partition, in other words, a set that contains the sets of markables
in each chain. For text processing systems, such as information re-
trieval (IR) and information extraction (IE), identifying the exact
antecedent is less important than correctly partitioning the mark-
ables. For instance, to extract all the relevant information about the
arthrogram in Example 7, it would be sufﬁcient to link the second
‘‘they’’ to any of the other three markables, as long as the four
markables are in the same set. Moreover, it is not always clear
which is the antecedent. Therefore, most systems strive to generate
a correct partition.1.3. Coreference and the clinical narrative
The types of markables that a coreference resolution system re-
solve are unique to the domains. The general English domain fo-
cuses on person, location, and organization [11]. The shared task2
in the biomedical literature domain focused on ﬁnding coreferential
mentions of genes and proteins. In the clinical narrative, however,2 https://sites.google.com/site/bionlpst/home/protein-gene-coreference-task.
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medications, and procedures.
In addition to the difference in the markable types, Coden
et al. [14] showed that the language in the clinical notes differs
from the general English. The average sentence length in clinical
notes is only approximately half of that in the general English
texts. The vocabulary size of clinical notes is also smaller than
the general English texts. Meystre et al. [15] contrasted the clin-
ical texts with the biomedical texts, and argued that the charac-
teristics of clinical texts pose a special challenge to NLP.
Methods for coreference resolution need to account for these
subdomain language characteristics, such as the word and sen-
tence distance between coreferential mentions. Furthermore, dif-
ferent genres of clinical texts show different patterns. For
example, anatomical site concepts are more prevalent in proce-
dure notes, including radiology, pathology, and operation notes,
than discharge summaries.
During the past two decades, several systems have been
developed to extract named entities (NEs) from clinical narrative,
ﬁrst specialized in certain report types [16–19], and later more
general purpose [20,3,21,22]. The community is now moving to-
wards semantic analysis and discourse processing, including
relation discovery and semantic role labeling. However, there
have been only a handful of efforts researching coreference in
the clinical narrative.
Hahn et al. [23] included a nominal anaphora resolution algo-
rithm in a knowledge mining system from ﬁndings reports. As part
of the Ontology Development and Information Extraction project
(ODIE),3 a corpus of 100,000 words of clinical text was doubly anno-
tated and adjudicated [24] to include 7214 markables, 5992 pairs
and 1304 chains. The corpus will be made available to the research
community under IRB and Data Use Agreements. As part of their
work on developing a tool for cancer characteristics information
extraction, Coden et al. [25] manually annotated 302 Mayo Clinic
pathology notes. The annotation schema included coreference anno-
tations for anatomical sites and histologies mapped to the Interna-
tional Classiﬁcation of Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O) [26]. Two
mentions that are exact strings and map to the same concept were
annotated as coreferential. In addition, each anatomical site or his-
tology mention is coreferenced with any instance of its parent ana-
tomical site as deﬁned by ICD-O. Roberts et al. [27] described their
work on creating a multi-layered, semantically annotated corpus,
the Clinical E-Science Framework (CLEF), in which one of the anno-
tated relations is coreference.
Our goal was to review recent advances in general purpose
coreference resolution to lay the foundation for methodologies in
the clinical domain, facilitated by the availability of a shared lexical
resource of gold standard coreference annotations, the ODIE
corpus.5 For example, in ‘‘When Sue went to Nadia’s home for dinner, she ate sukiyaki au
gratin.’’ we know ‘‘she’’ refers to Sue, not Nadia, because Sue is the topic in the2. Material and methods
We selected publications from the Association for Computa-
tional Linguistics (ACL) Anthology4 by querying for ‘‘anaphora’’
and ‘‘coreference,’’ but excluded papers that did not focus on the
English language. The search returned about 200 results. We also se-
lected publications using the same keywords in PubMed, but ex-
cluded papers that focused on neuroscientiﬁc or psycholinguistic
discoveries. This query yielded fewer than 10 papers. Finally, publi-
cations frequently referenced in the papers from the above two sets
were also included.3 https://bmir-gforge.stanford.edu/gf/project/odie.
4 http://aclweb.org/anthology-new/.3. Heuristics-based approaches
Early attempts at the coreference resolution task mainly in-
volved heuristic approaches, motivated by linguistic theories. The
general theme was to incorporate a knowledge source to prune un-
likely antecedent candidates until a small set is obtained, and then
select the best candidate based on the current focus [28] of atten-
tion or the preferred center. These approaches tended to employ a
multitude of features, including syntactic (the gender of the two
mentions must agree), semantic (a mention with the same seman-
tic role as the anaphor is given preference), and pragmatic (the to-
pic under discussion usually remains unchanged unless there are
indications otherwise5) constraints and preferences. Many of them
also resolved different types of anaphoric phrases at once, even some
not exactly coreferential.6 Rich and LuperFoy [29] reported on a pro-
nominal anaphora resolution system consisting of a set of modules,
each of which handles one aspect of anaphora theory. Hobbs [30]
employed a deepest-ﬁrst tree search procedure on the syntactic
parse tree of a sentence to ﬁnd the ﬁrst candidate that satisﬁes a
set of hand-crafted constraints. The search started from the immedi-
ate dominating noun phrase (NP) of the pronoun. The candidate NP
antecedent was selected based on two criteria. Criterion one selected
as antecedent the NP on a branch to the left of the pronoun-dominat-
ing NP path. Criterion two stated that there should be another NP be-
tween the candidate from criterion one and the dominating NP. Both
criteria one and two had to be satisﬁed. If no matching candidate
was found, the algorithm traversed up the tree, and broadened the
search. The accuracy on a small test set was between 88.3% and
91.7%. Lappin and Leass [31] used a heuristic approach to resolve
pronouns and lexical anaphors (reﬂexives and reciprocals). The Res-
olution of Anaphora Procedure (RAP) algorithm, as it is referred to,
operates on salience measures derived from syntactic structure
and an attentional state model. They achieved 86% accuracy.
Whereas RAP requires a full syntactic parser, Kennedy and Boguraev
[32] presented an extension to it that substitutes the parse tree with
part of speech, phrasal, and other morphosyntactic features. The
accuracy of their system was 75.4%. Castaño et al. [33] described a
system to resolve pronominal phrases and bio-type noun phrases
in the biomedical literature. In their system, a potential antecedent
is assigned a salience measure based on a series of criteria, indicating
the ‘‘compatibility’’ of the anaphor and the antecedent. The one(s)
with the highest salience measure is selected as antecedent(s). The
precision and recall are 77% and 72% respectively.4. Supervised approaches
In the mid-1990s, methods for performing supervised corefer-
ence resolution sprang up. The widespread availability of the
MUC and ACE corpora further shaped the research community to
move towards statistical approaches. Complete heuristics-based
systems gradually saw a decline of interest in the community,
although isolated rules are still employed to encode hard linguistic
constraints. Two types of machine learning methods emerged—a
two-step binary classiﬁcation followed by clustering and a ranking
approach. The key distinction between them is that the binary clas-
siﬁcation approach makes coreference decisions on the antecedent
candidates independently of each other, while the ranking ap-
proach takes into account other antecedent candidates.preceding clause, and remains unchanged as there is no other construction that
introduces a new topic [9].
6 For example, the contrastive use of one-anaphora in ‘‘a big green pyramid and a
small one’’[9].
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The binary classiﬁcation approach involves two steps. First, for a
given anaphor, the classiﬁer determines for each candidate ante-
cedent whether the anaphor corefers with the antecedent. A clus-
tering algorithm then takes these pairwise coreference decisions
and generates a partition of the set of all markables in the docu-
ment, such that all the markables in each partition refer to the
same entity. This process is named the ‘‘mention-pair’’ model,
since it hinges on a pair of markables (mentions).
A different but similar approach is the ‘‘entity-mention’’ model.
It also casts the task as a binary classiﬁcation problem, except that
the classiﬁer predicts whether a markable is coreferent with a par-
tially-formed entity (chain), instead of a single markable as in the
‘‘mention-pair’’ model. The second clustering step proceeds in an
analogous manner.
4.1.1. Mention-pair model
McCarthy and Lehnert [34] were among the ﬁrst to adopt a ma-
chine learning approach to resolving coreference. They evaluated a
decision-tree-based system on the MUC-5 English Joint Venture
corpus. The system was trained on all possible pairs in the training
set, with eight features.7 The result outperformed an earlier heuris-
tics-based system. Numerous systems were subsequently developed,
and generally followed this paradigm.
One of the limitations acknowledged by the authors regarding
their study is that the imbalance of the positive and negative train-
ing instances causes a bias towards classifying more negative pairs.
Because all possible pairings of markables are extracted, the nega-
tive instances far outnumbered the positive ones. An inﬂuential
method to creating training instances to mitigate this problem
was proposed in Soon et al. [35]. Positive instances were created
from a markable and its immediate preceding markable that are
coreferent. For every positive instance that involves markables mi
and mj, negative instances were created for each pair of markables
mk and mj, where i < k < j. A variant of this method that differs
slightly in the creation of positive instances was proposed in Ng
and Cardie [36], whereby the immediate preceding non-pronomi-
nal markable is paired with a non-pronominal markable to create
a positive instance. Another variant in the creation of negative in-
stances was described in Ng and Cardie [37]. For every anaphoric
markable mj whose farthest antecedent markable to the left is mi,
a negative instance was created for each markable mk such that
i < k < j and mk and mj are not coreferent.
Other methods in reducing the training instances focused on
removing obvious negative instances to improve the training set
balance or removing elusive positive instances to help the algo-
rithm to learn from ‘‘conﬁdent’’ pairs. Yang et al. [38] removed
markables that violate gender, number or person agreement with
the anaphor. Harabagiu et al. [39] crafted rules manually to remove
hard positive instances (such as those that require external knowl-
edge) while preserving the coverage of chains (based on the tran-
sitivity nature of the coreference relation) as much as possible.
Ng and Cardie [37] used a learner to exclude hard positive in-
stances. Uryupina [40] employed different methods in eliminating
irrelevant or hard positive instances for pronoun, proper name,
deﬁnite NP, and other types of anaphoric markables.
The number of features obtained from the training instances
varies considerably, from a small set of eight [34] to nearly 40
[36]. Uryupina [40] even reported 187 features. The features can
either operate on one of the two markables or both of them. Most7 These features include whether each markable contains a name, refers to a joint
venture child, whether one markable contains a reference to the other, whether both
markables refer to a joint venture child, whether the two markables share a common
noun phrase, and whether they are in the same sentence.of these features fall into one of the categories of lexical, syntactic,
or semantic. Common features are summarized in Table 2.
Lexical features mainly include string matching operations,
such as exact match, substring match, and overlapping words.
Syntactic features consist of grammatical roles, phrasal types,
linguistic constraints like agreement and binding theory. Most
of these syntactic features are derived from the parse trees in
a heuristic manner. A notable exception is that Yang et al. [46]
utilized the parse trees directly as a structured feature. Semantic
features usually involve consulting an external ontology, for
example WordNet [47]. Ng [48] experimented with sophisticated
semantic features but found limited performance gains, due to
the difﬁculty in accurately computing these features. Bengtson
and Roth [49] evaluated the contributions of the features com-
monly used.
Decision tree [34–36], maximum entropy/logistic regression
[50–52,43], support vector machine [53], generative statistical
model [54], averaged perceptron [49] and conditional random
ﬁelds [55] have all been reported in the literature. Justiﬁcation
for decision trees is usually its ease of interpretation for humans
[56], while the reason for the choice of maximum entropy is that
they are able to handle potentially non-independent features
[50].4.1.2. Entity-mention model
A common critique of the mention-pair model is that it cannot
capture information beyond the mention pair. Consider a pair of a
non-pronominal antecedent and a pronominal anaphor. The infor-
mation that can be obtained from the two markables to determine
their coreferential status is very limited, except for the gender and
number agreements. Discarding these hard-to-resolve instances as
discussed earlier may help the algorithms to learn from other
strong evidence. However, this type of pair is a very frequent lin-
guistic phenomenon.
In light of this shortcoming of the mention-pair model, Yang
et al. [57] presented an approach to determining whether a noun
phrase is coreferential with an existing (partial) coreferential clus-
ter. They obtained better results on the GENIA data set [58] than
the mention-pair model using a decision tree system.
Training instances in an entity-mention model encompasses an
anaphor and a cluster of preceding NPs. Instances are created sim-
ilarly to the mention-pair model, i.e., for each positive instance,
negative instances are created with the anaphora and its non-
coreferential clusters.
In addition to features used in the mention-pair models describ-
ing the relationships between the anaphor and its antecedent, fea-
tures encoding relationships between an anaphor and a partial
cluster are added. Table 3 lists features proposed in Culotta et al.
[52]. These cluster-level features utilize ﬁrst-order logic to expand
upon the pairwise features. For example, the number agreement
feature (whether the two markables are both singular, or plural,
or one is singular and the other plural) between the antecedent
and anaphor in the mention-pair model can be transformed to
the number agreement among the anaphor and all [57] or any
[59,41] of the NPs in the cluster.
Similar sets of classiﬁcation methods are employed with these
features, including decision tree [57] and maximum entropy [41].
One unique method is proposed in Yang et al. [59]—inductive logic
programming. Training instances are represented as predicates. For
example, a predicate link(ei_j,mj) encodes that mention mj is coref-
erential with partial entity i before the jth mention. A feature that
indicates the number agreement can be represented as entNum-
Agree(ei_j,mj,v), where v is an indicator variable. The system takes
these predicates and induces a set of rules to classify new
instances.
Table 2
Common machine learning features in binary classiﬁcation. m1 denotes antecedent,
m2 denotes anaphor, and m denotes either. Note that there is much variation in the
implementation of these features, and a system listed next to a feature does not
necessarily use its exact form. For instance, whereas many systems used gender and
number agreements as two different features, Ng and Cardie [36] used a composite of
them. Moreover, deﬁnitions of certain features are not clear, and in fact can be
different in different systems. Finally, this list is not comprehensive, as some systems
use domain-speciﬁc features, and yet others do not report details [45]. For example,
McCarthy and Lehnert [34] used a feature that encodes whether one markable refers
to a joint venture child.
Features Example or explanation Systems
m1 and m2 string match m1 =m2 = ‘‘cancer’’ [36,41,40,42,43]
m1(m2) is substring of
m2(m1)
‘‘tumor’’ and ‘‘the tumor’’ [36,41–43]
actual strings ‘‘tumor’’ [41]
edit distance between
m1 and m2
Wagner and Fischer [44] [41]
m1(m2) spans m2(m1) m1 is embedded in m2 [36,42]
m is prenominal modiﬁer ‘‘tumor’’ in ‘‘tumor size’’ [36,42]
m is a pronominal ‘‘the one’’ [35,36,40,42,43]
m is a proper name ‘‘Smith’’ [35,36,42,43]
m is a subject ‘‘He’’ in ‘‘He is 30 yo.’’ [36,42]
m is deﬁnite ‘‘the tumor’’ [35,36,42,40,43]
m is indeﬁnite ‘‘tumor’’ [43]
m is demonstrative ‘‘this tumor’’ [35,42]
m is possessive ‘‘his knee’’ [41]
m is reﬂexive ‘‘himself’’ [41]
NP head ‘‘knee’’ in ‘‘his knee’’ [43]
number of m single or plural [35,36,41,40,42,43]
gender of m masculine, feminine [35,36,41–43]
person of m 1st, 2nd, or 3rd [40,43]
animacy match [36,42]
m in quoted string he said, ‘‘the pain’’ worsens [36,42]
distance between m1 and
m2
number of words [34,35,41,42,40,43]
semantic class agreement both are disorder markables [35,36,42]
m2 is appositive of m1 ‘‘Mr. Smith, the patient’’ [35,41,40,42]
m1(m2) is an alias of
m2(m1)
‘‘paracetamol’’ and
‘‘acetaminophen’’
[34,35,42]
m1(m2) is an acronym of
m2(m1)
‘‘ms’’ and ‘‘multiple sclerosis’’ [41,43]
WordNet sense meaning from WordNet [36,40,42,43]
synonym, antonym [40]
POS tag adjective [41,43]
Table 3
First-order logic predicates proposed in Culotta et al. [52] to expand on pairwise
features shown in Table 2. X and Y can be any pairwise feature.
Predicate True iff . . .
All-X X for all possible pairs in the cluster is true
Most-true-X X for a majority of pairs in the cluster is true
Most-false-X X for a majority of pairs in the cluster is false
All-true All pairs are predicted to be coreferent
Most-true Most pairs are predicted to be coreferent
Most-false Most pairs are predicted to be non-coreferent
Max-true The maximum pairwise score is above threshold
Min-true The minimum pairwise score is above threshold
X ^ Y Features X and Y are both true
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The binary classiﬁcation results from the mention-pair model or
the entity-mention model are only the ﬁrst step in resolving core-
ference. The markables need to be clustered into chains based on
the predictions from the classiﬁer.
For example, for the markables in Example 8, a systemmay gen-
erate the following results for the pairs: hm1,m2i non-coreferential,
hm1,m3i non-coreferential, hm2,m3i non-coreferential, hm2,m4i
non-coreferential, hm2,m5i coreferential, etc. The partitioning algo-
rithm is responsible to cluster the ﬁve markables into three sets:
{m1}, {m2,m4}, and {m3,m5}, from the imperfect classiﬁcation
results.
Let hmi,mji+ denote that the classiﬁcation output for markables
mi and mj is coreferential, and hmi,mji otherwise. Suppose the re-
sults for four markables m1 . . . m4 are hm1,m2i+, hm1,m3i,
hm1,m4i+, hm2,m3i+, hm2,m4i, and hm3,m4i+. There is not a natural
grouping of the four markables that is consistent with the pair-
wise result.
Similarly in the entity-mention case, let h{mi . . . mj},mki± denote
the classiﬁcation result for a partial cluster {mi . . . mj} and a mark-
able mk. Given results of h{m1},m2i, h{m2},m3i+, and
h{m1,m3},m4i+, there is not a partition of the four markables that
satisﬁes the three individual results.
Two greedy algorithms (closest-ﬁrst and best-ﬁrst) are com-
monly used. The closest-ﬁrst algorithm links (in the mention-pairmodel) the closest antecedent that the classiﬁer predicts positive
to the anaphor [35]. If all instances for which a markable is tested
as antecedents are negative, this markable is considered non-ana-
phoric. In a classiﬁer that generates a probability for its predictions,
the best-ﬁrst algorithm selects the candidate antecedent with the
highest probability (usually over a threshold d of 0.5) as the ﬁnal
choice [36]. If all instances for a markable are below the threshold,
the markable is considered non-anaphoric. Ng and Cardie [36]
showed that the best-ﬁrst algorithm gives better results than the
closest-ﬁrst algorithm. In the entity-mention model, the algo-
rithms select the closest or the best partial cluster to link an ana-
phor [57].
The simple greedy clustering algorithms only make use of a
subset of the classiﬁcation results to link markables to its anteced-
ent or partial cluster. This approach leads to a bias towards the
positive classiﬁcation results. Using the earlier example of
mention-pair model in this section (hm1,m2i+, hm1,m3i, hm1,m4i+,
hm2,m3i+, hm2,m4i, and hm3,m4i+), the cluster algorithm would
link m2–m1 and m3–m2. Based on the transitivity property of core-
ference relations, it follows thatm1 andm3 are coreferential, which
contradicts with the classiﬁcation result for this pair. This would
happen no matter how unlikely it is for this pair to be coreferential
according to the classiﬁcation result.
Globally optimized clustering algorithms have been proposed to
address this problem. Denis and Baldridge [45] used integer linear
programming to ﬁnd a linking scheme that maximally agrees with
the classiﬁcation results, both positive and negative. This is
achieved by minimizing an objective function
X
hi;ji2MM
 logp  xhi;ji  logð1 pÞ  ð1 xhi;jiÞ ð1Þ
subject to
xhi;ji 2 f0;1g 8hi; ji 2 M M ð2Þ
whereM is the set of all markables, and p is the probability given by
the coreference classiﬁer that mi and mj corefer.
Luo et al. [41] cast the clustering step as a search problem in a
search space represented by a Bell tree—the ith level of the tree
corresponds to all the possible partitions of the ﬁrst i markables
in the document. Thus, the leaf nodes represent all possible com-
plete partitions of the markables. The algorithm searches for a path
from the root to a leaf node that optimizes a maximum entropy
model from the mention-pair model or the entity-mention model.
Since the number of leaf nodes (given by the Bell number
Bn ¼ 1e
P1
k¼0
kn
k! for n markables) grows rapidly as n increases,
poorly-scored children and nodes that violate certain constraints
are pruned.
Nicolae and Nicolae [60] represented the clustering problem in
an undirected graph. The nodes in the graph represent the mark-
ables, and the weights on the edges are derived from the classiﬁca-
tion probabilities. They designed a graph partitioning algorithm to
ﬁnd the best clustering of the markables from the graph.
8 Expletives are words that fulﬁll syntactic requirements but do not carry
meanings. For example, ‘‘It is important that the patient receive a follow up exam.’’
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A drawback of both the mention-pair model and the entity-
mention model is that they consider the candidates (markables
in the mention-pair model, partial chains in the entity-mention
model) independently. They cannot measure how likely a mark-
able is the antecedent for a given anaphor, relative to the other
candidate markables. Ranking models are designed to address this
issue.
A precursor to ranking models is described in Yang et al. [38],
where an instance is created from an anaphor and two candidates,
one of which is the true antecedent, and the other is not. In this
twin-candidate model, markables are compared in a pairwise fash-
ion. The best overall markable is the one that wins the most round
robin competitions.
Contrary to the twin-candidate model, Denis and Baldrdige [43]
considered all candidates at once in a log-linear model:
PðaijpÞ ¼ 1Z exp
Xm
j¼1
wjfjðp;aiÞ
where p is the anaphor, ai is an antecedent candidate, fj(p,ai) is a
feature computed from p and ai, wj is the weight, and Z is a normal-
ization factor. The candidate with the highest probability is taken as
the ﬁnal antecedent. A preferable property of this method is that it
essentially obviates the need for a clustering algorithm, as it in-
nately captures the competition among the candidates.
Analogous to entity-mention model’s improvement upon the
mention-pair model by incorporating information from other men-
tions in a cluster, Rahmand and Ng [61] introduced a cluster rank-
ing to improve the performance of the mention ranking model by
taking advantage of information in a cluster.
There are a few other methods that do not fall in any of the
above categories. Finelye and Joachims [62] learned a similarity
metric between pairs of markables, and applied correlation cluster-
ing [63] to maximize the sum of the similarity scores for markables
in the same cluster (chain). McCallum and Wellner [55] also elim-
inated the classiﬁcation step by treating the task as a graph parti-
tioning problem (using correlation clustering), where the vertices
are the markables, and the undirected edges’ weights are the clique
potentials on the two vertices. Daumé III and Marcu [64] modeled
the named entity recognition and coreference resolution simulta-
neously in an online learning model using the Learning as Search
Optimization framework [65]. Culotta et al. [52] further expanded
the entity-mention model by determining coreferential status be-
tween two clusters, exploiting complex ﬁrst-order logic features.
Ng [42] trained a support vector machine ranker of partitions gen-
erated by 54 different systems.
As a summary, Table 4 gives an overview of the various meth-
ods reviewed in this section, and their performance. However, it
should be noted that system evaluations are performed on differ-
ent corpora, and results are reported in different metrics. There-
fore, the actual ﬁgures are not directly comparable. Section 6
provides a more in-depth analysis of the issues associated with
evaluation.
4.3. Anaphoricity
There is another thread of research that focuses on distinguish-
ing between anaphoric and non-anaphoric phrases, commonly re-
ferred to as ‘‘anaphoricity’’. Rather than relying on the clustering
algorithm to use the classiﬁcation results implicitly to identify
non-anaphoric markables, an anaphoricity classiﬁer serves as a ﬁl-
ter to the classiﬁer—only markables that are determined to be ana-
phoric by the anaphoricity classiﬁer are included to create test
instances and passed to the classiﬁcation algorithm.Although not essential for the binary-classiﬁcation-based meth-
ods, the anaphoricity classiﬁer is critical in a ranking model, be-
cause the ranker categorically links an anaphor to one of its
candidate antecedents. Therefore, ranking models are commonly
combined with an anaphoricity classiﬁer [43,61].
Previously, efforts are limited to ruling out expletive ‘‘it’’8 with
both heuristic rules [31] and machine learning [67]. This additional
layer of processing is later extended to include other non-anaphoric
NPs. Bean and Riloff [68] built a system with four types of heuristic
rules. Ng and Cardie [56] trained a decision tree classiﬁer to deter-
mine NP anaphoricity, and limited the coreference classiﬁer to only
consider NPs that are classiﬁed as anaphoric by the anaphoricity
classiﬁer. The result demonstrated a signiﬁcant improvement in pre-
cision. However, this improvement was offset by the drop in recall,
which led to poorer F-score. Additional heuristics-based constraints
reduced the drop in recall, and reverted the trend in decreasing F-
score. Ng [69] explored other possible conﬁgurations of the interac-
tions between the anaphoricity and coreference classiﬁers, namely,
incorporating the anaphoricity result as a feature in the coreference
classiﬁer, and optimizing the overall performance instead of two
separate classiﬁers. Their experiment showed signiﬁcant gains in
F-score when using the anaphoricity classiﬁer as a ﬁlter and optimiz-
ing globally.
A more global optimization of the anaphoricity classiﬁer is pre-
sented in Denis and Baldridge [45]. The method is an extension to
the integer linear programming algorithm used by the same
authors to cluster markables into chains. The objective function
(Eq. 1) is augmented with requirements to resolve and only resolve
anaphors, and constraints (Eq. 2) are expanded to enforce consis-
tency among the results.4.4. Specialized models
It is worth noting that many coreference resolution applications
focus on a single type of NP, or handle different types of NPs sep-
arately, based on the observation that different types of NPs exhibit
different patterns in terms of coreference participation [70,71].
Strube et al. [72] provided empirical evidence by examining the
performance of the same set of features on different types of
NPs, and obtained disparate results on pronouns, proper names,
and deﬁnite NPs (in the order from highest to lowest). Ge et al.
[54], and Yang et al. [46] built systems that only resolve pronouns.
Morton [51] trained a maximum entropy model to resolve pro-
nouns, and applied simple string matching to resolve proper
nouns. Denis and Baldridge [43] learned separate models for third
person pronouns, speech pronouns (ﬁrst and second person), prop-
er names, deﬁnite NPs, and other anaphoras that do not fall into
one of the previous categories. Zelenko et al. [73] also trained ﬁve
classiﬁers to handle names, nominal NPs, ﬁrst person pronouns,
second person pronouns, ‘‘it’’, singular third person pronouns,
and plural third person pronouns. Bergsma et al. [74] learned
non-referential ‘‘it’’ by examining how likely ‘‘it’’ can be substi-
tuted with other words.5. Unsupervised approaches
Unsupervised approaches to coreference resolution are a more
recent development, and systems are still rare, although there
are reports as early as 1999 [75]. However, the results are less
satisfactory.
The ﬁrst substantial effort to tackle the coreference resolution
task in an unsupervised manner is described in Haghighi and Klein
9 Strictly speaking, coreference relation is not reﬂexive (the interpretation of a
markable does not depend on itself) or symmetric (the antecedent’s interpretation
does not depend on the anaphor’s), and is only ‘‘weakly’’ transitive (if m2 depends on
m1 to be interpreted andm3 depends onm2,m3 does not necessarily depend onm1 for
its interpretation). However, for most applications, grouping markables that refer to
the same entity is more important than identifying the detailed one-to-one
relationship between an antecedent and an anaphor.
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model, based on hierarchical Dirichlet processes. For each docu-
ment, the goal was to ﬁnd the assignment of the entity indices Z
for all the mentions X that maximizes the posterior probability
P(ZjX). Documents are represented as mixture models, with inﬁ-
nite number of components, which correspond to the number of
entities. An entity is drawn from a nonparametric Dirichlet process,
and then the head of the mention is generated from a symmetric
Dirichlet distribution. Furthermore, a pronoun head model and a
salience model are designed to improve performance on pronouns
by modeling additional grammatical and semantic features (gen-
der, number, and semantic type) and recency. They achieved F-
scores ranging from 62.3% to 70.3%.
Ng [77] presented a generative unsupervised model that views
coreference as an Expectation-Maximization (EM) clustering pro-
cess. The model operates at the document level to induce a parti-
tion (a valid clustering) of the mentions. A document D is
represented by its (ordered) mention pairs, which are assumed to
be generated conditionally independently of each other given the
coreferential status Cij between the pair of mentions mij:
PðDjCÞ ¼
Y
mij2D
PðmijjCijÞ:
The pair mij is further decomposed to three groups of mutually
independent features, m1ij;m
2
ij , and m
3
ij:
PðmijjCijÞ ¼ P m1ijjCij
 
P m2ijjCij
 
P m3ijjCij
 
:
EM is used to iteratively estimate the model parameters H, which
consist of P(m1jc), P(m2jc), and P(m3jc):
E-step Compute the posterior probabilities P(CjD,H) based on
the current H.
M-step Using P(CjD,H) obtained in the E-step, ﬁnd H0 that
maximizes the expected log likelihood
P
CPðCjD;HÞ
log PðD;CjH0Þ.
The performance in F-score ranged from 51.6% to 62.8% using
the MUC-6 metric, and 52.8% to 56.7% using the CEAF score. The
details of the scoring schemes are discussed in Section 6.
Poon and Domingos [78] modeled coreference in Markov logic
network (MLN) [79], which is a ﬁrst-order knowledge base with
a weight attached to each clause. At its basis, the MLN is similar
to Haghighi and Klein [76] in that it utilizes a head mixture model.
It includes a mixture component prior, represented by the clause
InClustðþm;þcÞ;
and the head distribution is represented by
InClustðm;þcÞ ^ Headðm;þtÞ:
The predicate InClust(+m, + c) is true iff mention m is in cluster
c; Head(m, t) is true iff token t is the head of mention m. The ‘+’
sign signiﬁes that the MLN contains an instance of the rule, with
a separate weight, for each value combination of the variables with
a plus sign. Additional predicates are introduced to address pro-
nouns, apposition and predicate nominals. Preconditioned scaled
conjugate gradient (PSCG) [80] is extended for unsupervised learn-
ing, where the gradient is approximated by MCMC sampling. The F-
scores are between 67.3% and 79.2%.
Haghighi and Klein [81] broke away from the trend in recent
work of complex discourse modeling. They instead built the sys-
tem upon modularized syntactic and semantic constraint ﬁlters,
akin to early heuristic systems but using sophisticated compatibil-
ity ﬁlters learned from large unlabeled corpora or motivated by lin-
guistic theories. For example, contrary to commonly used
heuristics that determine appositives by matching a ‘‘NP, NP’’pattern, their ﬁlter requires information from a parse tree. The best
F-scores ranged from 81.9% using MUC-6, 80.8% using B3, to 73.3%
using CEAF.
Pronoun resolution in an unsupervised setting has received its
own attention as is in the supervised realm. Cherry and Bergsma
[82] ﬁrst generated a list of candidate antecedents from the parse
tree and the (third person) pronoun’s context, and then fed this list
to an EM algorithm to induce a distribution over the list that max-
imizes the observed data. Charniak and Elsner [83] improved upon
their method by jointly determining anaphoricity and antecedent
for pronouns of all three persons.6. Evaluation metrics
Because the coreference relation is reﬂexive, symmetric, and
transitive9, simply comparing pairwise predictions cannot appropri-
ately reveal the underlying structure. Consider, for instance, a docu-
ment with three markables m1, m2, and m3, which are grouped into
two pairs hm1,m2i and hm2,m3i. It would be fastidious to penalize a
system that predicted hm1,m2i and hm1,m3i. A more gentle and intu-
itive scoring metric would take into account the fact that the gold
standard and the system output partition the set of markables in
the same way by computing the transitive closures. The ﬁrst widely
adopted evaluation scheme [84] that addresses this issue, developed
for the coreference task in MUC-6, was based on the idea of compar-
ing equivalence classes, rather than the links themselves. They fol-
low the standard IR metrics of precision, recall and F-score. Recall
errors are calculated by the least number of links that need to be
added to the system output in order to align with the gold standard.
Precision errors are obtained by reversing the roles of system output
and gold standard.
Bagga and Baldwin [85] identiﬁed two shortcomings of the
MUC-6 score. One is that it does not give credit for recognizing sin-
gletons, chains with only one markable. The other is that it intrin-
sically favors larger chains, as it does not differentiate errors that
result from incorrect larger chains from those that only place a
smaller number of markables into an incorrect chain. Their revi-
sion, the B3 metric, computes recall and precision by looking at
the presence or absence of entities relative to each of the other
entities in the equivalence classes. The algorithm proceeds by ﬁrst
computing precision and recall for each markable, and takes the
weighted sum.
However, B3 score has its own drawback. As pointed out by Luo
[86], it can give counter-intuitive scores for certain system output.
Luo [86] attributed the problem to the process of intersecting the
gold standard and system output, during which an entity can be
used more than once. Therefore, they proposed a new metric, Con-
strained Entity-Alignment F-Measure (CEAF). At the heart of the
metric is the one-to-one alignment of the gold standard chains
and system output chains, which solves the problem of reusing
entities in B3.
Metrics are also borrowed from other domains, although they
are rarely reported in the literature for coreference systems. For
example, Popescu-Belis et al. [87] adopted j [88] that is commonly
used for measuring inter-coder agreement in annotation tasks.
Krippendorff’s a [89] is another coefﬁcient developed in the con-
tent analysis domain to measure the agreement between observ-
ers, coders, judges, raters, or measuring instruments. It is also
Table 4
Summary of supervised coreference resolution systems.
Mention-pair
systems
Classiﬁcation Partitioning Performance
[34] Decision tree – 85.8–86.5
[35] Decision tree Closest-ﬁrst 60.4–62.6
[36] Decision tree Best-ﬁrst 63.4–70.4
[37] RIPPER [66] Best-ﬁrst 63.4–69.5
[40] RIPPER Closest-ﬁrst 48.0–55.3
[48] Decision tree Closest-ﬁrst 62.3–64.2
[53] SVM Integer linear
programming
57.2–84.6
[49] Averaged perceptron Best-ﬁrst 78.3–81.8
Entity-mention
systems
Classiﬁcation Partitioning Performance
[57] Decision tree Closest- and best-
ﬁrst
81.2–81.7
[59] Inductive logic
programming
Best-ﬁrst 60.1–63.5
[41] Maximum entropy Bell tree search 72.1–85.7
[60] Maximum entropy Graph cutting 41.2–89.6
Ranking
systems
Algorithm Performance
[38] Decision tree 60.2–71.3
[43] Maximum entropy 67–71.6
[52] Maximum entropy 69.2–79.3
[61] SVM 59.5–76.0
Other systems Algorithm Performance
[62] Supervised clustering
with SVM
[55] Graph partitioning 60.83–73.42
[64] LaSO [65] 76.7–89.2
[42] SVM ranker 54.7–69.3
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tations, and could be used as a coreference evaluation metric.
Although many systems report multiple scores, the state of the
art of coreference resolution systems is still difﬁcult to answer.
Some systems report performance on MUC corpus, while others re-
port that on ACE corpus, and not all metrics are reported. Assump-
tions about gold standard phrasal boundaries further complicate
the problem. To properly isolate the coreference task from the
underlying named entity recognition task, gold standard NEs are
necessary, while in practice, these NEs usually have to be automat-
ically generated. Considering these complications, we note that the
scores of best performing systems in the general English domain
range from 0.7 to 0.8.10 http://conll.bbn.com/.
11 https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/Coreference/.
12 https://www.i2b2.org/NLP/.7. Discussion
Coreference resolution is a crucial component in an information
retrieval system. To link related information in a coherent manner,
an information retrieval or extraction system requires coreference
resolution. Since MUC and ACE initiated shared tasks, and made
their corpora available, supervised machine learning techniques
are the predominant efforts in the general NLP community. Two
classes of approaches gradually emerged—binary classiﬁcation
(followed by clustering) and ranking. Recently, unsupervised mod-
els have also been proposed. Although most unsupervised systems
still fall short to the best supervised systems, the performance re-
ported in Poon and Domingos [78] is only a few percentage points
lower, and on some data sets even outperforms them. As the com-
munity starts to explore more complex systems recently, efforts
are also made to reﬁne detailed aspects of a comprehensive sys-
tem, such as more sophisticated methods to utilize semantic
information [91,92].
Research on coreference resolution has largely been focused on
pronominals and NPs, the general community has lately started toundertake an even more ambitious coreference task, namely
resolving coreference not limited to NPs, as demonstrated in the
2011 Conference on Natural Language Learning (CoNLL) shared
task.10 The main addition in this task is that verbs are also candi-
dates for coreference. In Example 9, resolving the coreference rela-
tion between the verb phrase ‘‘fell down’’ and the noun phrase
‘‘the incident’’ would help link the minor hemorrhage to its cause.
However, NLP in the clinical domain has not seen developments
in this important area. This can be partly attributed to the lack of
sharable annotated clinical corpora. In the general domain, the
two corpora have driven much of the progress. Almost all systems
discussed in Section 4 are built with either the MUC or the ACE cor-
pus. All systems in Section 5 (except for those pronoun resolution
systems) are evaluated on one or both of the two corpora. In con-
trast, clinical narratives annotated for coreference were not avail-
able to the general research community until very recently with
the release of ODIE corpus [24]. This corpus is part of the 2011
i2b2/VA shared task, whose ﬁrst track11 focuses exclusively on
coreference in the clinical domain. By Fall of 2011, the available
annotated clinical data combining ODIE and i2b2 will approximate
500,000 words, a size suitable for machine learning.
Similar problems plague the biomedical domain, a related but
different source of text. Segura-Bedmar et al. [93] noted that due
to the lack of annotated resources, early approaches were mostly
based on heuristics [33,94]. Nevertheless, a few more recent core-
ference resolution systems [57,95–98] were built on machine
learning techniques, leveraging the GENIA corpus [58] and the vast
amount of data, albeit unannotated, in MEDLINE.
As noted in one of the systems [98] that the biomedical texts
differ from newswire, we can hypothesize that the clinical text
manifests its own patterns as well, as clinical text are generally
cursory, not edited, and abound with idiosyncratic shorthands.
This further exempliﬁes the importance of a corpus in the clinical
domain. The i2b2 NLP shared task12 in the clinical domain has re-
leased a set of de-identiﬁed clinical notes, albeit with annotations
geared towards medical knowledge mining, instead of NLP tasks.
Notwithstanding the idiosyncrasies of the clinical narrative dis-
cussed here and in Section 1.3, the methods reviewed in this paper
can be applied to clinical texts. Although some features such as
animacy are not likely to contribute much to the performance,
most of the features listed in Table 2 can be easily adapted to the
clinical texts. For instance, the WordNet sense can be substituted
with UMLS semantic types.
However, the coreference resolution task in clinical texts is
intertwined with other attributes of NEs. For example, sentences
like Example 10 are common in a clinical report. The two mentions
of ‘‘pain’’ may appear to be coreferential. However, it is question-
able to assert that the second mention, a worsening pain, is the
same as the original mention. Instead, the text may be describing
multiple episodes of pain that have occurred over some period of
time.
Negation is another example of an named entity’s attributes
that may complicate coreference resolution. The two mentions of
‘‘PNA’’ in Example 11 pose a more challenging question—does the
initially negated PNA refer to the PNA that was later discovered?8. Conclusions
Our goal was to review recent advances in general purpose
coreference resolution to lay the foundation for methodologies in
the clinical domain, facilitated by the availability of a shared lexical
J. Zheng et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 44 (2011) 1113–1122 1121resource of gold standard coreference annotations, the Ontology
Development and Information Extraction (ODIE) corpus. We re-
viewed coreference resolution approaches in the general English
domain and contrasted them with those in the clinical domain
and the related biomedical domain. The methods already devel-
oped in the general domain need to be explored for portability to
the clinical domain. One key step towards that is the availability
of shared annotated resources, which are becoming available and
undoubtedly will advance methodologies for information extrac-
tion from the clinical narrative.
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